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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Park, Seung Hyun M.S.E.C.E., Purdue University, December 2009. Hyperfine Mapping 
of Donor Wave Function Deformations in Si:P based Quantum Devices. Major 
Professors: Gerhard Klimeck and Lloyd C. L. Hollenberg.  
 

The exponential miniaturization of semiconductor technology over the past 50 
years has ushered in an era of nano-scale quantum electronics. As device sizes are 
shrinking, discrete dopant based Si nanostructures are expected to play a vital role in 
future electronics, and are the subject of much current research due to its scalibility and 
coherence time. However, there is still lack of direct knowledge how the electronic wave 
functions vary for different structures and how they can be engineered by electric and 
magnetic fields.  

We investigated how to map out donor electron wave function deformations in 
single donor system. To investigate single donor physics relevant to quantum architecture 
we used the Nano Electronic Modeling Tool (NEMO 3D) which provides semi-empirical 
tight-binding model using sp3d5s* models with or without spin to treat several million 
atoms. In the work, we studied a method for mapping the subtle changes that occur in the 
electron wave function through the measurement of the full hyperfine tensor probed by 
silicon isotope (29Si) in the presence of perturbations. Our results showed that detecting 
the donor wave function deformation is possible at sub-Bohr radius level.  

The accomplishment of 3-D mapping of electron with perturbations would aid in 
designing, engineering and manufacturing nanoscale devices, as well as next-generation 
microchips and other electronics with nanoscale features. It also might be useful in 
advancing quantum computing. Moreover, the technique has potential for wide 
applicability. In principle, it could be used to map wavefunctions in single electron 
silicon quantum dots, quantum wells and other nanostructures of interest.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION: IMPURITIES IN NANOSTRUCTURES 

 
Silicon-based quantum nanoelectronic systems represents the past expertise of the 

semiconductor industry in scalable system design and manufacture. However, at near 
atomic dimensions, conventional silicon device operations are strongly affected by 
quantum phenomena in the solid-state. A few number of impurities in the devices has 
affected on the quantum nanoelectronic systems stronger than previous era. For example, 
the few impurities in silicon nanosturtures are important factor due to interception in 
transistor.  

However, there are advantages for using impurities in silicon nanostuructures. 
Analogously, impurities are considered as quantum dots at low temperature. Individual 
dopants capture electrons in their potential nest like quantum dots, and the dopants 
provide access to a number of quantum phenomena typically associated with single 
atoms. 3-D quantum confinement of electrons can be used for many applications such as 
spintronics and quantum computing architectures [1-3]. However, precisely duplicating 
same size of quantum dot is hard work in experiments. Instead of duplicating quantum 
dots, placing same kinds of donors such as phosphorus in silicon (Si:P) and arsenic in 
silicon (Si:As) takes advantages because of their identical potential of impurities. There 
are recent successful research results about placing impurities precisely [4-6]. !

One of the most important next generation applications is donor based quantum 
computing (QC) [1]. QC has one important difference compared to classical computing. 
Classical computing encode information based on a bit, and the bit! information is 
composed of ‘zero’ state (|0>)  or ‘one’ state (|1>). However, quantum bit or qubit of 
quantum computer can record information both in the ‘zero’ and ‘one’ states 
simultaneously as a superposition (A |0> + B |1>). This two level quantum mechanical 
system of quantum computer can be represented geometrically by Block sphere.  
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Figure 1.1  Bloch sphere geometrically represents of two spinors /  

                      quantum states (A |0> + B |1>) in terms of points on a unit 
                      sphere. (*note: A and B are complex numbers, and the states  
                      have to be normalized, and A 2 + B 2 = 1 )   

 
This novel way of the encoding information leads a quantum computing device to 

a next generation computing model. Silicon-based quantum systems take an advantage of 
long spin coherence times for stable qubit control. As a result there are a number of key 
proposals for quantum computing including substitutional donors [1, 7-9], gate-confined 
2DEGS![10], and Si quantum wells [11]. In particular, the initial research thrust provided 
by Kane’s donor qubit proposal [1] have led to a number of important experiments on 
gate control of a single donors [4-6]. The system based on P donors nuclear spin and 
electron spin in silicon encodes information by transferring electron spin stored P nuclear 
spin information near interface via gate control.  

 

            
 

‘A silicon-based nuclear spin quantum computer’ Kane, Nature (1998) 
Figure 1.2  Illustration of two cells in a one-dimensional array containing 31 P 

                donors and electrons in a Si host, separated by a barrier from metal  
                gates on the surface. 
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Hyperfine interaction between the donor electron spin and nuclear spin is the 
main key for precise donor qubit control in the above system. Another important 
interaction is the exchange coupling to the two adjacent qubits. To treat hyperfine and 
exchange interaction there are J gate and A gate. First, A gate is placed above the donor, 
and it can vary the hyperfine interaction. Second, J gate is located in the between two 
donors to modulate the exchange coupling, and control the overlap of two electronic 
wave function.  

Our research focuses on the electronic structure of few P impurities in silicon for 
nanoelectronic and quantum computing applications. The impurity wave functions 
typically span for several nano meters in the crystal, giving rise to the possibility of 
exercising gate control in the above kinds of systems. Our primary focus is to investigate 
quantum control of such impurities for high fidelity qubit design. Specifically, in this 
report we investigated hyperfine interaction in the Si:P based nanoelectronic system. The 
theoretical model is based on tight-binding methods to treat multiple problems in the 
atomistic scale. Even though there is the effective mass models, by using tight -binding 
model we can consider Bloch state in the host material. It can treat strain and 
perturbations such as magnetic fields and electric fields. Hence, for this study we 
employed semi-empirical tight-binding theory under the hood of the Nanoelectronic 
Modeling Tool (NEMO 3D) [12]. NEMO 3D has been successfully applied to compute 
Stark shift of the donor contact hyperfine coupling in excellent agreement with 
experiments and with momentum space methods. The method was also used to interpret 
single donor transport experiments in FinFETs [13].  

Thesis body is composed of three chapters. In chapter 2, we present basic donor 
physics in silicon and semi-empirical method for impurity modeling in tight-binding 
model. We also describe basic concept of hyperfine coupling in Si:P, and modeling 
method and technique [16] in chapter 2. In chapter 3, we present a method to map donor 
wave functions indirectly and directly with perturbation by hyperfine interaction. As 
explained above for Kane’s QC model [1] the hyperfine interaction is a critical issue to 
control donor wave function by field perturbations in the impurity quantum dots precisely 
due to the high sensitivity of qubit control in the quantum devices. Yet, it is not well 
understood how the electronic wave functions vary in the dopant based silicon 
nanostructures and how they can be engineered precisely by electric and magnetic fields. 
We investigated the feasibility of measuring the field-induced deformation in the donor 
wave functions [20]. In chapter 4, we describe our future plan for Si:P based device 
simply.  
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2.  SINGLE DONOR PHYSICS AND MODELING TOWARDS 

HYPERFINE INTERACTION CALCULATION 

 

2.1  Basic Single Donor Physics and Modeling 
 
Since our research focuses on the electronic structure properties of single donor 

physics, we describe the physical system and modeling method in this chapter. Impurities 
which can supply additional electrons to the conduction band are so-called electron 
donors. In the case of P substitutional impurity (group V) in silicon (group IV), The P ion 
has charge 5e and contributes five valence electrons, and the 4 electrons from the outside 
of closed shell of P donor are bonding with the 4 neighboring Si atoms. The additional 
positive charge of P donor is located at its site, and an additional electron is along with 
the charge at low temperature in the potential of P donor. The additional electron is 
ionized to the conduction band at moderate temperature.  

 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

 
Figure 2.1 Left: Schematic representation of a substitutional phosphorus donor  

   impurity in a Si crystal. Middle: Phosphorus donor effect in  
   conduction band of semiconductor. Right: Phosphorus potential  
   generates quantum dot like hole at low temperature.  

 
The Si:P system form a Hydrogen-like system which has six fold degeneracy 

corresponding to the valley structure of the silicon conduction band. The system has 
valley orbit interaction due to deviations of the impurity potential from its coulombic 
nature in the vicinity of the donor nucleus. In 1950s, Kohn and Luttineger studied 
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theoretical donor spectrum for the electrons bound by P, As, or Sb donors by effective 
mass theory (EMT) [14-15]. They took account into account the fact that the conduction 
band of Si has six equivalent minima. Their method is still employed by a lot of scientists 
who study quantum devices based on Si:P, but people start recognizing the demands of 
more accurate model which take care of more extended set of Bloch states in recent 
research. To carry out precise modeling of Si:P system, Rahman et al employed two 
sophisticated methods such as semiempirical tight-binding method and Band Minima 
Basis (BMB) to investigate Stark tuning of donor spins in Si:P system in the presence of 
interfaces with effect of core of donor and valley orbit splitting and added into the 
account to model impurities [16] by using NEMO 3-D [16].  

The theoretical model matches with experimental results well, and was derived 
the Stark effect for various depths. This modeling method was applied to various topics 
such as coherent tunneling via adiabatic passage (CTAP) [17], gate induced g-factor 
control [18], and charge qubit control [19] for Si:P based quantum computing modeling 
under the guidance of professor G. Kimeck and professor L. C. L. Hollenberg. Parts of 
the method and modeling technique are used for ‘High precision quantum control of 
single donor spins in Si’ [16] to do ‘Mapping donor electron wave function deformations 
at sub-Bohr orbit resolution’ [20], and the technique is well-described in chapter 3.  

 
2.2  Hyperfine Coupling Modeling  

 
In this subsection, we describe the modeling of hyperfine interaction based on 

Rahman et al.’s approaches [16]. The spin Hamiltonian of donor electron with field 
applied perturbations such as an electric field  E

!"
and a magetic field is, 

 HZ = g(E
!"
)µBB0S Z+A(E

!"
)IZSZ , where  A(E

!"
)  and  g(E

!"
)  are the hyperfine coupling 

constant and electron g-factor. The hyperfine coupling ‘ A(E
!"
) ’ is proportional to coupling 

strength between donor nuclear and spin of electron wave function in our Si:P system, 
and that means this coupling is proportional to 

 
!(E
!"
,r0
!"
)
2
 where  corresponds to the 

coordinates of the impurity site. The potential of impurity site is added into the 
calculation as,  

 
V (r
!
) = e

4!k r
!
" r0
"# ,r
#
# r
#
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 V (r
!
) =U0 ,r

!
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!
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The above concept lead us to the idea of possibility of measuring electron wave 
function from the hyperfine coupling. In the work, we extract coefficients of quadratic 
Stark effect for the bulk case. It shows that far from interface quadratic Stark effect 
dominates, but interface regime linear Stark effect can be comparable to quadratic Stark 
effect. The change of Stark effect leads the change of  A(E

!"
)  , and it can be expressed as,  

 

!A(E
!"
)

A(0)
= "2E

2 +"1E ,     (2.3) 

 

!A(E
!"
)

A(0)
=

"(E
!"
,r0
!"
)
2

"(0,r0
!"
)
2      (2.4) 

There is novelty of the method and technique. By using tight-binding model we 
can consider Bloch state in the host material, and it can treat strain and perturbations 
much better than EMT. Also, the results matches well with experiments compared to 
EMT. Even though tight-binding model consumes much more computation source, the 
preciseness is the demand of the next novel devices like Si:P based quantum computing 
device. The advantages can be checked in the below table.  

 
Table 2.1 Comparison of the quadratic Stark coefficients from TBC experiment,    
        EMT, BMB, and TB. In the above table, Experiment (Sb) result is taken  
        from Ref [6], and the EMT result estimated from [21]. 
        ‘High precision quantum control of single donor spins in Si’  
        R. Rahman et al, PRL 99, 036403 (2007) 

 

 
 
  As mentioned in Introduction Chapter, Kane’s donor based QC model [1] requires 

highly precise control of single donor spins, and by field perturbations control of the 

single qubit is possible. Hence, the hyperfine interaction between the donor electron spin 

and the nuclear spin of the P impurity is important factor to decide the precision of the 

control in this operation. Also, the donor wave function is proportional to hyperfine 
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coupling, and we could expect donor wave function distribution from hyperfine coupling 

calculation [20].  
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3.  HYPERFINE MAPPING OF DONOR WAVE FUNCTION 

DEFORMATIONS AT SUB-BOHR ORBIT RESOLUTION 

 

3.1  Abstract 
 
Quantum wave function engineering of dopant–based Si nanostructures reveals 

new physics in the solid-state, and is expected to play a vital role in future 
nanoelectronics. Central to any fundamental understanding or application is the ability to 
accurately characterize the deformation of the electron wave functions in these atom-
based structures through electric and magnetic field control. We present a method for 
mapping the subtle changes that occur in the electron wave function through the 
measurement of the hyperfine tensor probed by 29 Si impurities. We calculate Stark 
parameters for six shells around the donor. Our results show that detecting the donor 
electron wave function deformation is possible with resolution at the sub-Bohr radius 
level.  
 
3.2  Introduction  

 
The exponential miniaturization of semiconductor technology over the past 50 

years has ushered in an era of nano-scale quantum electronics. At near atomic 
dimensions, conventional device operations are strongly affected by quantum phenomena 
in the solid state [13]. To ensure continued progress in semiconductor electronics, and 
indeed in the drive for new quantum nanoelectronic devices, the inherently quantum 
mechanical aspects of such systems need to be understood and even incorporated into 
device functionality. Furthermore, the exciting possibility of harnessing quantum 
phenomena in device has produced revolutionary ways of performing computing and 
electronic device operations, as exemplified by the rapidly developing fields of quantum 
computing and spintronics [1-3]. A central concept of quantum nanoelectronics is the 
ability to induce controlled deformation of a specific-magnetic fields. Accessing the 
details of such wave function engineering is critical to understanding and developing new 
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devices and applications. However, until now there has been no way of quantifying the 
type and nature of such wave function distortions beyond indirect means [13].  

In this report, we propose an electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) 
experiment to directly measure the gate induced Stark shift of the donor electron 
hyperfine tensor at specific lattice sites near the donor site (Figure 3.1). Individual 29 Si 
atoms at random in the lattice provide a direct nuclear spin probe of the donor electron 
wave function within the Bohr orbit region. Our large scale atomistic tight-binding 
simulations for large lattice regions involving over a million atoms, show that this 
technique provides a spatial map of the bound donor electron response to a controlling 
gate field to sub-Bohr orbit resolution, with excellent correlation to the spatial 
dependence of the deformed electronic wave function, and confirm the feasibility of 
detecting such field induced hyperfine resonance shifts. The technique has wide 
applicability as it can in principle be extended to map out electric field response of wave 
functions in single electron Si quantum dots, quantum wells or other nanostructure.  

Silicon-based quantum nanoelectronic systems posses inherent advantages of long 
spin coherence times and vast expertise of the semiconductor industry in scalable system 
design and manufacture. As a result there are a number of key proposals for quantum 
computing devices, including substitutional donors [1, 2, 7-9], gate-confined 2DEGs [9], 
and Si quantum wells [11]. Advances in single atom [22] and ion implementation [23] 
technologies have opened the possibility of fabricating dopant based nanostructures in the 
laboratory in a repeatable manner. Some of the recent structures include a single gated 
donor in a FINFET [13], a gated two donor charge qubit [24], a 2D gated donor layer [4], 
and an 1D metallic wire of donors [5] between nanostructures vary considerably form 
their bulk counter parts, yet are critical to device operation. A direct map of the wave 
functions and their electric field response will be of enormous importance in novel 
quantum device design and engineering. 
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Figure 3.1  Schematic of the technique. Top row: A series of donors in Si under a gate.  
          Inset shows classification of the sub-Bohr radii region into shells based on  
          symmetry and distance. Bottom row: Probing the field-induced distortions of  
          the donor wave function by a 29 Si atom using hyperfine interactions.  
 
3.3  Methodology: Hyperfine interaction calculations and methods (NEMO 3D)  

 
The method we describe here uses the hyperfine interaction between a donor 

electron spin and a nuclear spin of a 29 Si isotope in a lattice of spinless 28 Si atoms, the 
system originally measured by Hale and Mieher [27], but critically we include and 
analyze the effect of a controlling field deforming the donor wave function. Although 
current technology limits the substitution of a 28 Si atom by a 29 Si atom at a specific 
point in the lattice, it is nevertheless possible to prepare ensemble device samples (Figure 
3.1) with 29 Si atoms distributed randomly around a gated donor. The hyperfine 
interaction between a donor electron spin S and a 29 Si nuclear spin I is  H = I

!
! A !S
"

. 
Taking the origin at the 29 Si nucleus, the A tensor is  
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Aij = ! I!S!

2 (8"
3

# (0) 2 + #
3rirj $ r

2% ij
r5

# ! ! ! (3.1)  

where and  are the nuclear and electronic gyromagnetic ratio respectively, and 
= (x, y, z). The first term in (1) is the Fermi contact hyperfine interaction, denoted here 

as , and it directly proportional to the electronic probability density at the 29 Si site. 

The second term represents the magnetic dipolar or anisotropic hyperfine interaction 
between the two spins, denoted as . This dipolar them can also contribute to the 

ENDOR resonance energies providing a further measure of the distribution of the donor 
electron wave function about the provide site. !
 ENDOR!measurements were performed, first by Feher [26] and later by Hale and 
Mieher [27], to study parts of the ground state wave function of a donor close to the 
nucleus, resolving as many as 20 shells (Figure 3.1) [27]. Several theoretical models have 
calculated the hyperfine tensors of a few shells with semi-quantitative agreement with the 
experiments [27, 28]. A recent ab-initio DFT study was able to calculate very accurately 
the tensor components of a few shells in the vicinity of the donor nucleus [29]. Changes 
in the Fermi contact hyperfine constants under a uni-directionally applied stress were also 
measured [30]. It was shown [31] that inclusion of the anisotropic hyperfine interaction in 
spin coherence time calculations provides remarkable agreement between theory and 
recent measurements. The only work on the Stark shift of the hyperfine tensors to date 
computed the Fermi contact coupling for 3 lattice sites [32]. 

The single donor wave functions subjected to constant electric fields were 
computed using an atomistic semi empirical tight-binding (TB) model involving a 20 
orbital per atom basis of sp3d5s* (spin) orbitals with nearest neighbor interactions. The 
donor was modeled by a Coulomb potential with a cut-off value U0 at the donor site.  
The magnitude of U0 was adjusted to obtain the experimental binding energy of Si:P. 
The impurity potential is modeled as,  
 

 
V (r
!
) = e

4!k r
!
" r0
"# ,r
#
# r
#
0 ,    (3.2) 

 

 V (r
!
) =U0 ,r

!
= r
!
0       (3.3) 
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*note: k is the dielectric constant of Si, assuming a value of 11.9  

 
The total Hamiltonian was diagonalized by a parallel Lanczos eigensolver to 

obtain the low lying impurity wave functions, which were then used to evaluate the 
hyperfine tensors using equation (1). The TB method used here is embedded in the 
Nanoelectronic Modeling Tool (NEMO 3D) [12], and has been successfully applied to 
compute Stark shift of the donor contact hyperfine coupling [16] in excellent agreement 
with experiments [6] and with momentum space methods [33]. The method was also used 
to interpret single donor transport experiments in FinFETs [13].  
 
3.4  Results 

 
3.4.1  Concept of shell  

 
 From the perspective of an experimentalist, one of the most difficult aspects of 
this experiment is to identify which 29 Si site is responsible for a particular hyperfine 
peak. In previous experiments, lattice sites were grouped into shells and symmetry 
classes to mark data analysis easier. In accordance with previous works, we use a 
coordinate system centered on the donor site, and denote lattice sites about the donor by 3 
integers (n1, n2, n3) with the distance measured in units of a0/4. For an unperturbed 
lattice, a shell is the group of lattice sites equidistant from the donor, whose hyperfine 
tensors for one member of the shell, it is possible to obtain the tensors of all the points in 
the shell from symmetry arguments. A shell can further be grouped into one of four 
symmetry classes.  

The <001> axis class contains all points (n1, n2, n3) such that two of these 
integers are zero. A particular shell of this class has 6 lattice sites with coordinates 

, where m is a positive integer in 
multiples of 4. The <111> axis class contains all points with  and 

has 4 members per shell. For example, the 4 nearest neighbors of the donor impurity form 
a shell of the <111> axis class. The {110} plane class comprise all sites with two out of 
the three integers equal in magnitude and non-zero. Each shell has 12 members and 
consists of the points  

. The 4th class is called the unique class 
and contains all points with . The first shell of this class is quite far away 
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from the donor and is not resolve in experiments. Even with precise theoretical model, it 
can be difficult in practice to resolve shells a few lattice units away from the donor. 
(*note: Appendix A - Concepts and figures of shell)   
 

3.4.2  Practical implementation of the experiment  
 

 Two major issues need to be addressed for practical implementation of the 
experiments. First, it is necessary to associate each hyperfine resonance peak with a 29 Si 
lattice site. Second, electrostatic gates may give rise to inhomogeneous electric fields in 
the lattice, subjecting each donor to a different Electric field, and may limit the 
distinguishability of signals corresponding to a 29 Si site.  

The First issue has been resolved in previous works by classifying the lattice sites 
according to their symmetry and distance from the donor. For example, the lattice sites in 
the [100] equivalent directions from the donor are grouped into a different symmetry 
class as opposed to the points in the [110] or [111] directions. At E=0, all the points 
equidistant from the donor are responsible for a single hyperfine peak, and can be 
grouped as a shell for ease of identification. At a non-zero Electric field, these points are 
no longer equivalent, giving rise to multiple resonance peaks. As an example, there are 6 
points one lattice constant  away from the donor along the [100] equivalent directions. 

If an Electric field directed along [010] is applied, the four points (with lattice sites 
 and ) lying in a plane perpendicular to the field are still equivalent, 

and produce a single resonance peak. Since the site  is at a different potential 
than , two separate peaks are observed. Overall, the six-fold degenerate 

hyperfine peak splits into 3 components (Fig 3.2a).  
To minimize the effect of inhomogeneous Electric fields, it is usually 

advantageous to introduce the donors by ion implementation rather than by bulk doping. 
Ion implementation at several 100 keVs with typical doses of ! can ensure a 
rapidly decaying Gaussian depth distribution with a sharply peaked mean depth [6, 34]. 
Several such implementation doses introduced laterally along the surface give rise to a 
fairly uniform donor layer. Recent advances in single ion implementation techniques may 
also help optimizing donor depth distribution. In fact, the problem of inhomogeneous 
Electric fields were dealt with in this manner in Ref. [6], which successfully measured the 
Stark shifted hyperfine interaction between the donor electronic and nuclear spins. 
Simulations of the ion implementation process can also yield an estimate of the typical 
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uncertainty in donor depths, which can be incorporated in the data analysis. In principle 
STM fabrication techniques could provide more precise donor placement [22].  

In addition, clever gate designs can be utilized that combine the advantages of 
fairy uniform Electric fields generated form a parallel plate capacitor-lie structure. A 
possible problem could be excessive shielding of the microwave radiation, preventing 
proper detection of the spin excitation. To eradicate this problem, an inter-digitated gate 
structure was used in Ref [6]. The field generated by this structure was parallel to the 
surface and was uniform to a good degree at greater depths. This distribution can be used 
to take an ensemble average of the signal to relate it to the spin excitation. Also, we have 
considered the expected electric field distribution of the device in our analysis. 
Reasonable uncertainty is incorporated in the Electric field to predict suitable field 
regimes for measurements. All these measurements will help mitigate the effect of 
inhomogeneous fields. 
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Figure 3.2  Relative change in the contact hyperfine coupling  as a function 
          of electric field for two groups (shells) of points along <100> (a, b),  
          {110} (c, d), and <111> (e, f). The coordinates of the lattice sites are  
          in units of a0/4, where a0=0.543095 nm. Stark shift of a dipolar  
          component Bzz is also shown in (g) and (h) for two shells. The error  
          bars correspond to an estimated uncertainty of 0.1 MV/m in the  
          electric filed. The  values have been taken from Refs [25, 29].  
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3.4.3  Calculation of Hyperfine and Anisotropic Hyperfine frequency peak 
 
In Figure 3.2, we show the contact hyperfine frequencies as a function of electric 

field for 6 different groups (shells) of sites around the donor. Fig 3.2a and 3.2b are for 
sites along [100] with distances of a0 and 2a0 from the donor respectively. The degenerate 
point at E=0 splits into three curves for these groups, as discussed before. Fig 3.2c and 
3.2d are for two shells along [111]. The 12 equivalent points in a shell of [110] split into 
3 groups, while the 4 equivalent points of a shell of [111] split into two groups.  

As shown in Figure 3.2, the frequency axes of the various plots do not overlap 
with each other with each other even at fields of 3 MV/m. This means that the shells can 
be distinguished even in the presence of electric fields. To show the detectability of the 
points within a shell, we have incorporated an uncertainty of 0.1 MV/m (estimated from 
Figure 1 of Ref [6]) in the electric field, and represented by error bars in Figure 3.2. This 
shows that even with some inhomogeneity in the field, most sites can still be identified. 
Furthermore, the distinguishable due its small splitting and low resonance frequencies. A 
measurement of the shift of the contact hyperfine frequencies directly provides a measure 
of the shift in the electron probability density as .  

In Fig 3.2g and 3.2h, we show the Stark shift of one of the dipolar components 
Bzz. These terms are considerably small in magnitude relative to!Bzz. These terms are 
considerably small in magnitude of the field-induced deformation in the wave function 
about the donor nucleus through the dipole operator (eq (1)). Theoretical models 
involving donor potential and crystal band-structure may be optimized to fit these 
hyperfine components, and thus to improve their accuracy.  
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Table 3.1  Quadratic ( ) and linear ( ) Stark coefficients for the tensor components 
of 6 shells around the donor in units of  for  and  for .  

 

 
 
We provide quantitative Stark shift data in Table 3.1 for the components  and 

B  of the six shells considered in this work. To concisely 

present the Stark shifted hyperfine frequencies, we fitted the curves of Figure 3.2 to the 
form  !"(E

!"
) = "(0)(#2E

2 +#1E) , where ,  and  are the quadratic and 

the linear Stark coefficients respectively. The values of  and  obtained from the fit 

are listed in Table 3.1. Given the hyperfine tensor component at E=0 for a shell and an 
applied field value, one can calculate both the Fermi contact hyperfine coupling and a 
dipolar tensor component using this table. As an example, the zero-field hyperfine 
frequencies of  and , reported in Table II of Ref [25] for the first shell along [100], 

are 2981 and 41.4 kHz respectively. With E = 4 MV/m, using Table 3.1 and the quadratic 
equation, we predict that  and  of the site (0,4,0) decrease by 243 and 3.3 kHz 

respectively, a net charge which should be experimentally detectable. In comparison, the 
other two non-equivalent sites,  and (0,4,0) are shifted by 55 and 160 kHz in  
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and 0.7 and 2.2 kHz in  respectively. Therefore, these 3 sites should be 

distinguishable.  
 

 
 

Figure 3.3  Top row: The Stark shifted spectrum of a P donor at 3.8 nm from an oxide  
          interface. Bottom row: (a), (b) and (c) show the P donor ground state wave  
          function at three different electric fields, while (d), (e), and (f) show the  
          corresponding hyperfine maps in the form of Byy tensor component. The  
          electric field is perpendicular to the interface.  
 
 Lastly, we give an illustration of how the method is useful for understanding the 
extent of wave function deformation and quantum confinement of direct relevance to 
quantum nanoelectronics [13]. Figure 3.3 shows the spectrum and the wave functions of a 
P donor at 3.8 nm depth from the oxide interface subjected to three different electric 
fields 0 MV/m, 20 MV/m, and 40 MV/m (Fig 3.3a, 3.3b, and 3.3c respectively). In this 
regime, the donor wave function can be modified adiabatically by the field [9, 33, 35, 36], 
as the electron makes a transition from a purely Coulomb confined state at E = 0 MV/m 
to a purely 2D confined state at the interface at E = 40 MV/m. In the intermediate field 
regime (E = 20 MV/m), the electron resides in a superposition of Coulomb bound and 
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surface abound states (Fig 3.3b). This serves an example of controlled wave function 
engineering by electric fields. An associated dipolar tensor component, B for example, is 
shown on the 2nd row of Fig 3.3 (d, e, and f), and reflects the gradual symmetry change of 
the donor wave function.  
  
3.5  Conclusion 
 
 In conclusion, we proposed hyperfine maps of donor wave functions as a means 
of experimentally characterizing field induced distortions and symmetry changes of the 
real space wave functions. The nuclear spin of a 29 Si atom can essentially act as a probe 
of the donor wave function, providing a site by site map of the hyperfine interaction to 
electron localization. Such maps can help us investigate the unknown electronic wave 
functions in novel Si nanostructures for either quantum computing or nanoelectronic 
applications. The hyperfine maps can also help to fine tune various modeling techniques, 
many of which suffer from an inadequate knowledge of atomic scale variations in 
confining potentials. The predictions of the Stark shift of the hyperfine tensors for six 
different shells near a P donor indicate that experimental detection of engineered wave 
functions is feasible for lattice sites in the immediate vicinity of the donor, thus providing 
a probe of the wave function at sub-Bohr radius resolution.  
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4.  QUANTUM TRANSPORT THROUGH SINGLE DONOR IN A 

SHORT CHANNEL SEMICONDUCTOR 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.1 Top: The schematic of a short channel semiconductor with single donor 
      Bottom: Conduction band profile with attracting Coulomb potential of  

            isolated dopants for an applied gate voltage corresponding to resonant  
            tunneling through a single dopant in the channel. (Fig2 of Ref. [37]) 

 
More understanding of quantum transport with single dopant in a short channel of a 

semiconductor will lead us to dopant based quantum devices. Since phosphorus 
impurities have identical electrostatically, it can replace quantum dots in applications 
such as nanoscale metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) and 
quantum dot based quantum computing models.  
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In this study we are going to investigate the effect of the single donor in the 
nonequilibrium electronic state by controlling quantum transport characteristics. Single 
donor spin can be considered as a qubit information in quantum computing models, and 
this transport through a donor will give us an idea of transport of qubit information with 
understanding of high precision control of single qubit.  

Semi-empirical tight-binding method based tools (NEMO 3-D and OMEN) will be 
used to treat this problem in the atomistic level. Self-consistent field calculation will be 
employed with varying parameters such as channel length, temperature and donor depth. 
We are going to show the charging effect of the localized electrons in ion of a short 
channel semiconductor by calculating various results such as single donor IV 
characteristics, electron density in the device, energy spectrum of the screening charge in 
the donor, and conductance.  
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A. CONCEPT OF SHELL 

 
Concept of shell is required to describe everything in terms of physical locations of lattice 
sites. The concept of “shells” is quite common in ESR literature and it is difficult to 
describe correlations between lattice sites and spin excitations without this concept. 
Basically we grouped all the zincblende lattice sites into shell 1 and shell 2 in all classes 
rather than conventional concept of shell for better understanding. We denoted lattice 
coordinates with three integer coordinates (n1, n2, n3) with figures of each direction of 
shell. All lattice sites can be grouped into classes.  
 
[001] axis Class :  
 

 

Figure A.1 shells of the [001] axis clas 

 

There are 6 sites per shell in the [001] axis class. Shell1 is a0 away from single donor 

nuclear, and shell 2 is 2a0 away from single donor.  
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[110] axis Class :  

 

 

Figure A.2 xy plane of (110) plane class 

 

 

 

Figure A.3 xz plane of (110) plane class 
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Figure A.4 yz plane of (110) plane class 

 

The three planes are placed orthogonal to each other to visualize the 3D picture. 

Therefore, there are 12 sites per shell in (110) plane class.  

 

[111] axis Class : 

 

 

 

Figure A.5 Atom locations on two lines joining 4 corners of a cube. 
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Figure A.6 Atom locations on other two lines joining 4 corners of a cube. 

 

These two planes are placed orthogonal to each other to visualize the 3D picture. 

Therefore, there are 4 sites per shell in [111] axis class. 
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B. REFERENCE OF HYPERFINE FREQUENCY CALCULATION 

 

In calculation of hyperfine frequencies, we fitted the curves of figure 3.2 ‘Relative 

change in the contact hyperfine coupling’ to the form  !"(E
!"
) = "(0)(#2E

2 +#1E) , where 

,  and  are the quadratic and the linear Stark coefficients respectively. 

The values of  and  obtained from the fit are listed in Table 1. We couldn’t 

include  into the calculation, and the  values for each lattice points have 

been taken from the tables of references. The tables for  are attached below.  
 
Table B.1  Isotropic hyperfine and modulus the super hyperfine interactions (in MHz) 
for group V donors in Si. The !(0) value for (2,2,0) has taken from ‘This work’ column 
of the above table.   
‘Ab Initio Caculation of Hyperfine and Superhyperfine Interactions for Shallow Donors 
in Semiconductors.’ H. Overhof et al, PRL, 92, 087602 (2004)  
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Table B.2  Experimental results for hyperfine tensors in arsenic-, phosphorus-, and 
antimony-doped silicon. The values are for a positive nuclear g factor. Since 29 Si has a 
negative g factor, the values should technically be reversed in sign. All values are in 
kc/sec except angles, which are in degrees. Absolute value signs occur because signs 
cannot be determined by ENDOR.  
‘Shallow Donor Electrons in Silicon. I. Hyperfine Interactions from ENDOR 
Measuremnets’, Edward B. Hale and Robert Lee Mieher, Physics Review, 184, 739 
(1969) 
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The !(0) values have taken from ‘1/2 a’ column of the above table to add it to the 

calculation of fitting the curves of figure 3.2 ‘Relative change in the contact hyperfine 

coupling.’   

  


